Teaching Program

One of only two
female 9 - dan
professional go
players in the
world. Former
women's world
champion and
national champion
of China. Founder
of the Feng Yun Go
School. Mother of
two girls.

FENG YUN
Professional 9 dan

Youth Classes
Weekly lessons with
other children of a
similar skill level.
Classes feature a great
variety of activities
including short lectures,
problem solving,
intraclass games and
game reviews. Classes
are offered for beginners, intermediate and
advanced players.
Private Lessons
Private lessons are
available online and
face-to-face. Contact
the school for details.

FENG YUN GO SCHOOL
Founded in 2002 with the
goal of spreading and
promoting Go. Many of
our students have shown
rapid improvement and
have won local and national
championships - but our
greatest satisfaction comes
when any student learns to
enjoy the game.
LOCATIONS

New Jersey:
Livingston, Parsippany,
Princeton
Piscataway
(Rutgers University)
New York:
Manhattan, NYC

Adult Lectures &
Workshops
These can be designed
to meet the needs of any group. We can create
lecture programs, design programs of exercises
and review students games. Contact the school
for details.
Tournaments We strongly encourage students
to participate in tournaments sponsored by the
school and by other local clubs through the
American Go Association. These events are an
important part of our students' development.

Why Should Kids Learn Go?

Go can help children develop good habits of
concentration and improve their reasoning
ability. Studies have shown that Go requires a
unique integration of left brain (analytic) and
right brain (artistic) activity, making it ideal
for nurturing a well-rounded mind. Playing
Go can also give children an understanding
of competition and a sense of fair play valuable experiences on the road to maturity.
Who Plays Go?
Go is popular among men and women of all
ages. Known as "hand talk" because it lets
players communicate without words, Go is a
great way to offer children a structured way
to interact with older generations.

